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Top 10
Reasons

Top 10 Reasons to Choose Gallas
1. G
 allas Label & Decal has been owned by the same family for more than 70 years.
This means we do things right. It also means that unlike many other printers, we’re out to please clients, not Wall Street.
2.	
You won’t find another ISO 9001:2015 certified label printer in Chicago.
That means you can consistently count on documented quality. That’s right…our quality is documented.
3. O
 ur products’ acceptance rate is 99.996%.
It HAS to be exceptional because we often print critical instructions and warnings that save lives. Plus, our lean
manufacturing helps to ensure delivery times that are so fast, you’ll need Dramamine.
4. 	
Gallas offers all UV flexographic and screen printing.
Used for brilliant colors and higher gloss levels as well as greater consistency, finer screen values, tactile experiences and
excellent protective properties. In short, your labels will never embarrass you.
5. M
 any of our clients have been with us since the 1950s.
That’s loyalty! In focus groups, many clients say the trust factor is the #1 reason they choose Gallas. According to
our clients, their high level of trust helps them sleep better. Who would have thought.
6. 	
When you contact Gallas, you immediately speak with a real person at our facility located in Chicago.
And, all our manufacturing happens in the USA. Imagine that.
7. 	
There’s no reason to waste your valuable time on a press approval.
With our accuracy, you’ll quickly have the proof-to-print colors you expect. And, if you prefer that your coworkers
believe you’re at a press approval when you’re shopping or at the ball park, we won’t tell.
8. 	
We are not an equal opportunity employer.
We only hire the most qualified people— and evaluate candidates to be sure they’re a fit and know how to deliver
highly personalized attention at all levels within the company.
9. 	
We like planet Earth—and have no other locations.
That’s why we’ve made tons of energy-efficient building improvements. We also supply eco-friendly inks and substrates.
We do not take the wrath of Mother Nature lightly. Chicago winters are cold enough.
10. 	We say “no.”
If we aren’t 100% sure we can deliver your project to perfection, we’ll provide a recommendation from our roster of
proven partners. Either way, you’ve got a solution. Plus, successfully managing complicated, ingenious and innovative
designs is our niche. So try us.

